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The question is asked, What is the new conservatism? be-
cause it is supposed (correctly) that it is in some respects a t
least different from the "old" conservatism. Let me see, te n
years ago? Conservatives in America rallied in their disapproval
of the invitation to Nikita Khrushchev to visit the United
States, attaching to that visit a symbolic significance which, in -
deed, it had, notwithstanding the violent reversals in Unite d
States-Soviet relations during the next three years, in which
Khrushchev successively (1) withdrew his reciprocal invitatio n
to Eisenhower, on the grounds that the U-2 so greatly offende d
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him; (2) constructed the Berlin Wall ; and (3) sent missiles to
Cuba with which to threaten us . But the trend had set in ,
and when, in June, 1967, Kosygin came over to the UN and
popped down to New Jersey to visit with President Johnson ,
there wasn ' t a picketer in sight .

The incident is revealing not only for reteaching us wha t
is after all obvious, that that which arouses public protest ca n
quickly become routine, and routinely accepted . It teaches us
that some issues are forever snapped by merely turning th e
symbolic switch . What appeared so very wrong to some peopl e
was the notion of a state visit by the active leader of the mos t
highly organized totalitarian force in history . But the moment
that visit was consummated, it would become all but impos-
sible to restore the status quo ante ; so that the return to chastit y
became, in a way, pointless : once deflowered, that is it ; one
moves on. And conservatives, who continue to be, loosely speak -
ing, the most orthodox anti-Communists in America, look for
new forms through which to express themselves . The Sovie t
Union does not let too much time go by without giving them
cause, though every time it becomes a little tougher, on accoun t
of the general attrition of anti-Communism and the great sym-
bolic rupture of 1959. Thus when the invasion of Czechoslo-
vakia took place, the editorial chastisements were just a littl e
perfunctory, rather like what one would write about Belsen a
year after beholding Buchenwald . Sub specie they are equally
horrifying: the rape of Hungary, as we used to call it, and tha t
of Czechoslovakia . But somewhere along the line the word ha d
gone out, and its force on conservatives was not lost, that i t
had become vulgar to raise one's voice against the Communists .
So that when we did so in the summer of 1968, it was like an
unscripted cadenza, the climax of . which was Richard Nixon' s
suggestion that perhaps this was not the ideal climate in which
to vest our confidence in an antiproliferation treaty . Six month s
later President Nixon routinely sent the treaty on through fo r
ratification, with an explanation as to why things were differ-
ent now from what they were in August, which nobody could
quite recall .

What does all of this do to the new conservatives? It drives
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them hack, even as domestic developments drive them back ,
toward different, if not exactly more basic, positions .

The next major battle was over ABM . Leave alone the sci-
entific dispute which, after all, is neatly consigned to irrele-
vance by the observation that after all if the one group of sci-
entists is correct, we have lost $5 billion ; if the other is correct ,
we might lose 30,000,000 lives . The anti-Communism of the
old conservatives was one part evangelistic . It held that we ha d
an obligation of sorts to help those who could not help them -
selves, to fend off the juggernaut. There was talk, even, of roll-
ing back the Iron Curtain—the liberation rhetoric of the earl y
fifties . But the principal strength of anti-Communism was les s
evangelistic than self-affirmative. Anti-Communism was not only
a means of saying that we disliked Stalin, but that we liked the
opposite of Stalin : represented, roughly speaking, by—us .

The debate on ABM joined, at one level, the true conserva-
tives and the true—call them what you will—doubters, perhaps ,
is the least provocative designation . The new conservatives are
reduced to insisting that the defense of their country is wort h
it at any cost—and we speak now not of the lousy $5 billion ,
but of 1,000 hydrogen bombs aimed at the enemy that finally
threatens our survival . This was at the heart of the debate . Dur-
ing the four or five years preceding it, doubts had been cas t
about America which raised questions never raised before out-
side the camps of armed ideology . Who, let us say, listening to
every public utterance during that period made by the Rever-
end William Sloane Coffin or Dr . Benjamin Spock—not to say
the typical contributor to the New York Review of Books —
could conclude that in order to save what we have, we ar e
justified in slaughtering 100,000,000 Russians? What we have
is (ask the Kerner Commission) a country deeply and passion-
ately committed to racism; a country (ask Seymour Melman)
altogether dominated by the military-industrial complex ; the
world's principal agent of violence and savagery (ask Martin
Luther King) ; the apogee of materialism and hypocrisy (Mar-
cuse) . Why would anyone go to such lengths as conceivably
might be required to defend such a nation as that? A velleit y
to survive is one thing. An atomic war is another .
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I see it as the historical role of the new conservatives not t o
abandon their traditional concerns, but to accept the necessit y
of gut affirmations respecting America's way of doing things ,
some of which were traditionally espoused by the liberals and
the progressives, whose contemporary uncertainty about them
(Messrs . Wicker and Reston of the New York Times have sev-
eral times, for instance, shown themselves sympathetic to th e
use of force by Negro militants) imposes special burdens on th e
conservatives . For instance :

1. The democratic process . This was never considered by th e
conservatives as a principal responsibility of theirs . There were
enough bards of democracy floating about, even ideologists o f
democracy, even imperialists of democracy . So that for years
conservatives thought it better to ask questions about what i t
was that democracy had ushered in, rather than join in th e
chorus that made of the democratic process itself the venerable
thing .

It is a little different now ; because order has been challenged ,
and the conservatives have always believed in the blessings o f
order. It was (primarily) the conservatives who observed tha t
Lyndon Johnson had been elected President by the democrati c
process, and that under the circumstances, pending his repudia-
tion, he had rights which were his to exercise . The new con-
servatives have had to stress the democratic process at othe r
levels. It is not exactly a democracy which designates who wil l
be the president and the governors of Harvard University, bu t
there is a feel of democracy there . Some of the governors are
directly elected by the relevant constituency—the alumni of Har -
vard. Those who are not so elected, but are designated by the
incumbents, cannot in fact be so offensive to the alumni body a s
to cause it to mutiny—Harvard is rich but not that rich . So
that conservatives find themselves defending the rights of th e
authorities of Harvard, over against the mobocratic demand s
of students and faculty who wish to leapfrog the authorities so
as to have their way, instantly .

2. And due process, the meticulous cousin of the democrati c
process . Due process was looked at cynically by many conserva-
tives as a means, along with the Constitution's commerce clause ,
by which the federal government managed whatever interven-
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tion in human affairs appealed to it at the time . Thus due
process was used by the Court to revolutionize criminal prose-
cutions, even as the courts had used the commerce clause t o
defend Congress' right, via its authority over interstate com-
merce, to set the rate of pay of elevator operators . The abuse
of due process was rampant ; but how valuable due process be-
comes, up against Marcusean furies. Thus the new conserva-
tives, though perhaps historically bitter at what due process can
be made to do at the hands of abstractionists and ideological
profiteers, find themselves fighting especially hard for its sur-
vival . The guillotine is sharpened for many victims . Not alone
those who have been raised over us by the exercise of demo-
cratic authority—the Lyndon Johnsons, the Mayor Daleys, th e
Nathan Puseys—but the prosperous owners of Dow Chemica l
(merchants of death ; take away what they have) and the littl e
Jewish delicatessen owner in Harlem (racist exploiter ; vandal-
ize him out of existence) .

3 . Upward mobility . Over the years the social democrats
were thought of as the principal enthusiasts for it because o f
their social programs which were essentially egalitarian, redis-
tributionist . The conservatives insisted (quite rightly) that up -
ward mobility was precisely what the free-market system mos t
generously contributed to, and they had the figures to prove it .
But having said as much, the conservatives left it (quite natu-
rally) to human resources, up against the system, to take ad -
vantage of the opportunities to rise . Many, many millions di d
so. But now the need for that mobility is more acute than ever,
so much so that the new conservatives are giving the free mar-
ketplace something of a hand—for instance, by preferential hir-
ing of Negroes. That is helpful . More helpful, I think most of
them would agree, is a concerted assault on institutional bar-
riers to the rise of the depressed, to the victimization of the
poor. So? Repeal of minimum wage laws . Destroy antiblac k
discrimination in the labor unions . Ease the progressive fea-
ture of the income tax. Adopt an altogether different attitud e
toward what Mr . Roger Starr so acutely isolates as the "dis-
organized poor," in contrast to the transient poor .

Here, then, is an order of concerns for the new conservatives ,
which by no means suggests the abandonment, let alone the
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theoretical repudiation, of some of our other concerns . (One o f
these days I'd like to find out just who did promote Peress .) But
the historical responsibility of the conservatives is altogethe r
clear: It is to defend what is best in America. At all costs .
Against any enemy, foreign or domestic .
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